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Tanay is the Secretary General of JacoMUN and the Chairperson of the Historic
Security Council. An avid public speaker, he has been taking part in MUNs and
Debates for the past 6 years.  
Having graduated high school, he plans to pursue commerce and economics in the
future.

Aryan Ghosh, the Chairperson of the UNHSC, is the quintessential 'Bengali boy' with a
name that makes him sound far cooler than he is. 
With a seemingly inexhaustible knowledge base, Aryan is the source of both irritation
and admiration. He's a man of innate confidence and ability as he learns to laugh at his
own jokes and may be a big show during MUN and debate, but behind the curtains he is
your average cat lover with insurmountable love for classic literature. He can be your
"bestie slayyy" to your "bhaii/behenn" and most importantly, turn into your "mom".
It is always truly a pleasure to know and compete alongside Aryan. Knowing him is not
solving a puzzle but admiring the complexity of one.

Serving as your Vice Chairperson for UNHSC is Raunak Sarawgi. Raunak is a Class 12 pass
out and wishes to pursue engineering.He has a keen interest in science, public speaking and
Formula 1. Do not hesitate to reach out to him if you want to start talking about politics or
sports or science.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Vidyt Bhudolia, the Vice Chairperson of UNHSC. He is just like any other class 12 pass
out who got his heart broken by IIT. He is a golfer, computer nerd (read: hacks wifi
under a minute), amateur astral photographer and a serial binge watcher. He is of
the opinion HIMYM ending was good. Feel free to approach him, you know he is
good because he is a Swifty.

    CHAIRPERSON   

VICE-CHAIRPERSON

VICE-CHAIRPERSON

https://meet.google.com/vsa-xwbd-oig


 
Yogesh, the Director of the UNHSC, is a class 12 student  who is well-known for
reasons other than his studies. You can't stop him from flaunting his public
speaking and academic accomplishments. As a student of James, he has
always been involved in cultural and intellectual events. Yogesh, who is known
for his offending comebacks, doesnt know how to sit behind and you will
always find him getting into things. As a MUNer, he managed to get de-barred in
every committee session, and like any James student, he began his MUN career
in the Intra-Mun Indian committee but ended up in SCs and GAs. His favourite
subject is Economics and he looks forward to pursuing a career in the same.
                                                              DIRECTOR     



A carefree individual, Pratham is known to get the most out of any situation and
have his share of “fun” at any given opportunity. 
The self-declared “Herodotus” of St. James’ School, his love for history and trivia at
large makes every conversation with him captivating. 
Tending to come off as sulky, Pratham is really a clumsy toddler at heart. A boy of
great height, with even greater expectations from people around him, make sure not
to “disappoint” Pratham and his dynamic ideas (or we will not hear the end of it).
One of the most hardworking individuals we know (with kind of a toxic work ethic), he will
make sure that the three days of the conference will be something to cherish.

 

  Dhruv is a student of 12th standard, aspiring to become an engineer.
Apart from pretending to justify that his decision of opting for science was
not a mental malfunction, he loves listening to Bollywood classics and
also enjoys events involving public speaking, drama and comedy.
Conversations involving spiriual science and different philiosophies of life,
are where Dhruv will probably be found. He is the person to approach in
case you want to discuss how depressing life is, but exercise caution
since he is famous for being the personfication of ‘unpredicatbility’.

Ojus, as unique and unconventional as his name he is a person who likes
to take the road not taken (read: looks for the most discreet places to
bunk classes) and always has an alternative perspective on things. With a
keen interest in music, you will find him with a guitar most of the time
and always trying to convince anyone he can find of the elite nature of
70s and 80s rock music. He is sure to keep you engaged and entertained
throughout the course of the committee and make it an amazing
experience.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Nathan is an individual who has consistently demonstrated the ability to adapt to
any given circumstance, which showcases his exceptional competence. In addition
to his adaptability, he possesses a diverse range of hobbies that encompass
football, basketball, debating, Model United Nations (MUN), elocution, and quizzing.
Nathan firmly believes that public speaking transcends mere communication to
establish connections between hearts and minds, leaving an enduring impact that
reverberates long after the words have been spoken. He recognizes that engaging in
MUN activities fosters profound personal growth and transforms one's approach to
problem-solving. Currently, Nathan is a Class 12 student pursuing the science
stream, with aspirations to pursue a career as a software developer in the future.

 

 VICE-CHAIRPERSON

    MODERATOR    

     DIRECTOR      



If you need to look for Naved the first place to start would be the
basketball court. A man with nerves of steel, know that you have a real
problem if Naved is worried. Having developed his critical thinking and
management skills through public speaking events and business fests, he
is sure to bring a lot to table for this committee!              
                                                       

    RAPPORTEUR   



 
In modesty, what defines Vidhan Sharma- is a simple prudent word. Charisma. It is
to a fact that when he enters a room, there’s to a certain positive confidence he
projects, which by definition- is his nature. 
A Filmmaker. A Public Speaker. A Dancer. But- yet he is- all but a Poet from his
heart. He’s going to pursue Media & Communication as a part of his further studies-
in indeed, the city of dreams- Bombay. 
He’s an optimist. Will pump you up in any situation. And ask you to smile- and face
life, as it is. Vidhan, this is for you.

Shaurya Dalan is rather known to be a man, who is often called 'The
Investor of the School', or a 'Finance Wiz' (a major reason for why people
think that the Dalal street is the next destination for him). He started his
MUN career in class 7, and apart from being an avid public speaker, he
also plays the guitar and he is currently playing as the Lead Guitarist of
the School Band. Don't mind him, interrupting you while you're speaking
with the smallest of the technicalities.

A modest man from heart and a wealthy one from pocket, Ritviik is the ideal friend
to have while you’re in a “crisis”. Not because he’ll help you feel good about
yourself but will bluntly point up the mistakes you committed that led you to the
crisis in the first place. If nothing substantial you’ll find his youtube feed filled with
tech tech and tech. Our sasta technical guruji indeed. He is pursuing finance with
bcom from St.Xaviers.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Veer Sharma, the Vice-Chairperson of the All British India Political Party Meet
Committee, is a renowned public speaker and avid sports enthusiast. With an
insatiable curiosity, he consistently delivers his best in the realm of sports. In the
past year, Veer's life has been a whirlwind of unexpected events, shaping him into
the remarkable individual he is today. With a strong bond to Model United Nations
(MUNs), he firmly believes that engaging in these conferences is the perfect path to
hone his public speaking skills. With each performance, Veer expects to be
astonished, often uttering the phrase, "Considering the fact." His passion for public
speaking and unwavering dedication to MUNs promise a future filled with inspiring
speeches and outstanding achievements.

     dIRECTOR       

    CHAIRPERSON   

 VICE-CHAIRPERSON

https://meet.google.com/vsa-xwbd-oig


At the behest, Saksham is all about Capabilities- and boasting Perfection, with
finesse. When he's not immersed in figuring out his favourite sport (read: he plays it
all), you can find Saksham spiralling through bing watching and stock tracking.
Known for his “shrewd” behaviour and “charismatic” nature, he takes pride in
lobbying his way through committee with zero research. This will be his 5th and
last JacoMUN and he is sure to give his heart and soul to make it the best.

Introducing Dighvij Chirimar, a Commerce Student in class 12 at St. James' School,
who will be serving as the Chairperson alongside Saksham for the upcoming three-
day conference. With a passion for economics, Dighvij believes that this subject
governs the ideals, mannerisms, and behavior of society. However, rest assured that
the committee's focus will primarily be on participants' critical thinking capacity and
diplomacy, rather than solely on economics. Alongside public speaking, Dighvij's
interests extend to the fields of music, business, finance, and sports. With a well-
rounded set of interests and a keen eye for diplomacy, Dighvij is well-prepared to
facilitate engaging discussions during the conference.

With an unwavering ambition to become a successful entrepreneur, Shlok Bubna has
actively participated in MUNs and various fests since the 9th standard. His skills in
public speaking, diplomacy, and critical thinking have earned him recognition in
logical battles. Beyond his engagements in MUNs and festivals, Shlok's passion for
finance and information technology drives him to track market trends and explore
innovative investment strategies. As he prepares to embark on his college journey,
armed with a comprehensive understanding of finance and a deep-rooted desire to
make his mark in the business world. Feel free to approach him with any kind of
help you might need!

   CHAIRPERSON   

Serving as the Vice Chairperson of the EC, Shresth can be called a man of culture by those
who really know him. Movies, rock bands, old Hindi music or stocks you can expect to
have a really great conversation with him. His love for Ryan Gosling might be the only
reason he’ll go to watch Barbie and there exists no other explanation other than that.
Unhappy about the captaincy of the Indian Cricket Team, he occasionally decides to stop
watching cricket but is only drawn back by a century of a player nicknamed after a fruit.
Smacking golf balls and badminton shuttles is his way of busting stress which apparently
multiplies in his life due to thinking too much about the tiniest of things. Call him a child but
he’s still not over board games and executes the most mind boggling trades in Monopoly.
He feels that The Eagles wrote the line “You can check-out any time you like, but you can
never leave!” just for him so that he could express his love for his school.

   RAPPORTEUR    

    CHAIRPERSON   

 VICE-CHAIRPERSON

https://meet.google.com/vsa-xwbd-oig


Need to find where the action is? Best shot is looking for Anshul. Being an
incoming freshman at New York University, he is set to pursue his passion-
business. From holding positions in 8 school clubs including the President of
the Debating Society, Anshul was involved- way too involved. 
This would act as his 6th JacoMUN- and the last one, and so it’s quiet
emotional. He is sure to make the committee fun, interactive and
definitely approachable.

 

 Agnivesh Singh is class 11 Science student who will never be seen in
class but will still manage to pass all his classes with flying colours. With
his favourite subject being physics, he aspires to become a pilot one day.
Public speaking, debates, muns and any other method that grants him
means to blurt this stance and thoughts out excites him. A very
enthusiastic Manchester United fan, he can give you at least a 100 reasons
to fall in love with the team. Quoting the big bang theory can also go in
your favour and help you earn brownie points.

Kushal Jindal is an individual who has always been fascinated by the idea of public
speaking. Be it MUNs or debates, he likes to witness and partake in them as well. He
also has a keen interest in photography and likes to stay behind the lens trying to
capture the precious moments. Music is his life line. He does not have a particular
genre that interests him and is willing to jam on any good song if it catches his vibe.
Kushal also has a passion for stock market and can be found analysing and
deciphering the new trends and opportunities coming his way. Having a passion for
cricket, he is always ready to give his expert opinion. Kushal is an approachable and
kind guy that will help you with your problems.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Aryan is currently in class 12 studying commerce. He has always been
attracted to public speaking in the form of Muns and debates. Apart from
public speaking Aryan is a person whom you will find in every business
fest in the city. He also has a deep interest in economics and Indian
mythology. If you want to discuss why Rohit Sharma is better than Virat
Kohli, look no further than Aryan .

 

 VICE-CHAIRPERSON

     DIRECTOR      

   RAPPORTEUR    



 
Raunak Seksaria, is a passed-out student of St James’ of the batch of 2023. Apart
from binge watching TV series like Suits, How I Met your Mother, Friends, or House
of Cards, he enjoys playing the keyboard, playing chess, and listening to music of
each and every genre that exists, from classical instrumental and opera songs to
70s rock, from 50s jazz to 00’s soul. A tech buff, who is leaving for IIIT Hyderabad
soon, he is one of our most academically talented, yet excessively chill guy to be
around. Starting his MUN journey way back in class 7, he is very emotional and
excited about the last school event he is a part of, and will make sure his
committee is a treat to be a part of!

A jack of all trades and a little master in some as well, Avinash Rai, a student of Class
12, has an avid interest in acting, theatre and drama. He has played lead roles in many
movies, advertisements and theatre productions. Apart from the stage, he is an avid
orator and truly relishes his time whenever he is in any Debates, Elocutions or Public
Speaking events (and this might be the doing of Jordan Peterson, Ben Shapiro and J
Sai Deepak). MUNing has been a crucial part of his life for a long time now, and he
admires playing the roles of world leaders (after all, he loves acting.). He takes pride
in calling himself a part-time war strategist and loves new ways and tactics of
toppling great armies!

This is Devansh Sharma and i will be your rapporteur for this committee.I love
listening to 80s and 90s british bands like radiohead and the smiths. I play the
guitar and powerlift whenever i’m bored. i’ll be attending Manipal University
for my undergrad starting in august. Feel free to reach out @d3vv08. long love
the ccp.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Wassup Beijing! Soham Tulsyan, serves(quite literally) as the Vice-Chairperson of
the Ad-Hoc meeting of the Politburo of the Chinese CCP. He plays the piano and
produces his own music(though not very well) as a hobby. He was known as the
"School IT Head" in his last year, and that term has stuck. He will be attending
Ashoka University for his undergrad starting next month. Feel free to reach out!
@sohamtulsyan.

    CHAIRPERSON   

VICE-CHAIRPERSON

   RAPPORTEUR    

https://meet.google.com/vsa-xwbd-oig


An efficient and analytical person, Ushnish saw himself involved with almost all
school activities in the past year and JacoMUN 2023 provides the perfect stage for
one last dance. 
He has been debating and MUNing for the past 6 years and owes half of his
personality to it. He is also very musically inclined and is fluent in both violin and
guitar (to which he owes the other half of his personality). 
Being very vocal about his opinions on every single thing Ushnish plans to pursue
Economics in the future as he considers it to be the only science that solves
questions that actually needs solving.

With charm, charisma and a mind of his own, the newly sworn-in Cotton House
Captain has always been the talk of the school, the city and perhaps even the far ends
of Serbia. 
Krish is well known in the Kolkata Quiz circuit, the music circle as St. James' School's
Lead Vocalist and of course, in the mun circuit as a cabinet specialist. 
An approachable but well respected personality, Krish might be one of the more
relaxed Chairpersons of Jacomun'23. 
On any other day, you'd find him counting calories or engrossed in his frequent
workouts.
Delegates, this man steals hearts like stealing candy from kids, be on your guard.

There is no one greater than Nevan Chowdhury when it comes to music and not knowing
whats going on around him. If you've never liked music, Nevan will most likely change your
opinion. Nevan has won numerous music accolades and was the lead vocalist of his school
band. He is an active participant in church activities; yes, I know the Chowdhury throws you
off. Nevan is someone who has the gift of gab; no matter where he is, he can't stay still for
more than a minute; he loves to interact with people and share in the joys and sorrows of
others; his curiosity and willingness to take risks don't always work out for him, but he
perseveres. He's a bright young man who is always a friendly face to everyone and is never
afraid to assist others when they need it. Our very own Clown who can sing Nevan
Chowdhury.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Suhaan Das - the type of person who could flag you in his bad books if you haven’t
watched Whiplash at least 50 times.The sole NEET aspirant in the core committee,
he is a self-proclaimed Fifa God and a devoted movie enthusiast. An avid fan of
“sad” music, he argues to give you a few extra points in committee if you have
listened to The Strokes. 
Although the face might throw you off, Suhaan has established himself as an aspiring
debater and MUNner, distinguished elocutionist, a dedicated student, and the Shashi Tharoor
of debates on cinema. Being the jack of all trades, his passions can turn into borderline
insanity. Early morning calls with him are highly unlikely as he battles 3 AM football
depression. PS: If you can't reach him, he's probably contemplating his existence.

      director      

    CHAIRPERSON   

    MODERATOR   
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With having an active interest in almost all the sports and being extremely
passionate about football, Karan is often referred to as the big "player" in school.
Apart from being in the executive committees of 5 school clubs including the
President of the Aperture Club, he has always been looked upto by his juniors as
well as batchmates. He is one of the most approachable person you'd see around. 
His past jacomun experiences have bore him “fruit”. This would be his 5th and last
JacoMUN and he assures to make the committee memorable!

Yash Beriwal, a final-year student in the ISC program, specializes in commerce. Model
United Nations conferences have been instrumental in his personal growth, and he
actively participated in them, even serving as part of the management team. Yash's
enthusiasm for photography led him to join the photography club, where he has
excelled and now holds the position of vice president. He also thrives in crisis
management, regularly showcasing his skills in corporate fests. In addition, Yash's
love for cricket knows no bounds, with Virat Kohli being his ultimate cricketing idol.
Yash is always eager to engage in discussions about Kohli's achievements and
expertise.

Altamas Kabir, our medical 'aspirant', is still struggling to make the call between London
and India. He's the most 'non-science' science student you'll find - practically part of all
school clubs and probably having taken part in all school fests that came his way, even if
they were corporate ones. You'll often find him on the field trying out every other sport -
whether it be cricket, football or hockey. In his downtime, he pursues his hidden talent of
playing the guitar to try to fulfill his not so subtle desire to sing like Anuv Jain. He's alway
ready to discuss how beautiful the moon is or pretty much anything from Naruto or any
other anime.  Charming and smart, he'll make sure your committee experience is fun,
finding an excuse to squeeze in a cliche quote every now and then.

   CHAIRPERSON   

Aryan Mukherjee, a diligent student, is currently in the 12th grade at ISC,
specializing in the sciences. Despite being known as a hard(ly) working
individual, Aryan also holds the prestigious position of IT Head at JacoMUN,
showcasing his exceptional skills in technology and leadership. Moreover,
Aryan's captivating presence extends beyond academics and into the realm of
music. As the captain of the school band, he mesmerizes audiences with his
extraordinary drumming talents. Aryan's popularity among his peers is
undeniable, as he remains the center of attention, constantly sought after and
admired by everyone in the school.

    mODERATOR     

    CHAIRPERSON   

       DIRECTOR      

https://meet.google.com/vsa-xwbd-oig

